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Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Content Summary and Answer Key
Question
No.*

Item
Type

Content
Depth of
Answer
Standard
Knowledge
Key
Analyze in detail how a key
individual, event, or idea is
Multiintroduced, illustrated, and
7
Informational
Level 2
C, D
Select
elaborated in a text (e.g.,
through examples or
anecdotes). (RI.6.3)
Determine the meaning of
words and phrases as they
Multiple
8
Informational are used in a text, including
Level 2
B
Choice
figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings. (RI.6.4)
Cite textual evidence to
Evidence
support analysis of what the
C;
-Based
9
Level 3
Informational text says explicitly as well as
B, D
Selected
inferences drawn from the
Response
text. (RI.6.1)
Determine an author’s
Multiple
perspective or purpose in
10
Informational
Level 2
D
Choice
a text and explain how it is
conveyed in the text. (RI.6.6)
Cite textual evidence to
support analysis of what the
Multiple
11
Informational text says explicitly as well as
Level 2
B
Choice
inferences drawn from the
text. (RI.6.1)
Analyze informational text
development. a. Determine
a central idea of a text and
Evidence
how it is conveyed through
-Based
12
Level 3
A; C
Informational particular details. b. Provide
Selected
an objective summary of the
Response
text that includes the central
idea and relevant details.
(RI.6.2)
Explain how an author uses
the point of view to develop
Multiple
13
Literary
Level 2
A
the perspective of the
Choice
narrator or speaker in a text.
(RL.6.6)
* The question number matches the item number in the Item Level Report in the
Online Reporting System. The items are numbered sequentially in the practice site.
Topic

iii (2019)

Points

1 point

1 point

2 points

1 point

1 point

2 points

1 point

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Content Summary and Answer Key
Question
No.*

Item
Type

Content
Depth of
Answer
Standard
Knowledge
Key
Cite textual evidence to
Evidence
support analysis of what the
-Based
14
Level 2
B; B
text says explicitly as well as
Literary
Selected
inferences drawn from the
Response
text. (RL.6.1)
Cite textual evidence to
Evidence
support analysis of what the
-Based
15
Level 2
C; D
text says explicitly as well as
Literary
Selected
inferences drawn from the
Response
text. (RL.6.1)
Describe how a particular
story’s or drama’s plot unfolds
in a series of episodes as well
Multiple
16
Literary
Level 3
D
as how the characters
Choice
respond or change as the
plot moves toward a
resolution. (RL.6.3)
Determine the meaning of
words and phrases as they
are used in a text, including
figurative and connotative
Multiple
17
Literary
Level 2
A
meanings; analyze the
Choice
impact of specific word
choices, including sensory
language, on meaning and
tone. (RL.6.4)
Determine or clarify the
meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and
18
Hot Text
Literary
Level 2
--phrases based on grade 6
reading and content,
choosing flexibly from a range
of strategies. (L.6.4)
Analyze how a particular
sentence, chapter, scene, or
stanza fits into the overall
Multiple
19
Literary
Level 3
C
structure of a text and
Choice
contributes to the
development of the theme,
setting, or plot. (RL.6.5)
* The question number matches the item number in the Item Level Report in the
Online Reporting System. The items are numbered sequentially in the practice site.
Topic

iv (2019)

Points

2 points

2 points

1 point

1 point

1 point

1 point

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Content Summary and Answer Key
Question
No.*

Item
Type

Content
Depth of
Answer
Standard
Knowledge
Key
Write informative/explanatory
texts to examine a topic and
convey ideas, concepts, and
Extended
20
Writing
Level 4
--information through the
Response
selection, organization, and
analysis of relevant content.
(W.6.2)
* The question number matches the item number in the Item Level Report in the
Online Reporting System. The items are numbered sequentially in the practice site.
Topic

v (2019)

Points

10
points

Depth of Knowledge (DOK)
Depth of Knowledge (DOK) refers to the complexity of thinking required to complete
a task in a given item. Items with a DOK 1 designation focus on the recall of information,
such as definitions and terms, and simple procedures. Items with a DOK 2 designation
require students to make decisions, solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or
locate supportive details. Items with a DOK 3 designation feature higher-order cognitive
tasks such as critiquing a statement and forming a conclusion, explaining, justifying, or
proving a statement, or approaching abstract and complex problems. For ELA, 2-3
items will be developed at the DOK 3 level for each set of items written to a passage
or passage set. Items with a DOK 4 designation require the need for information to be
synthesized, applied, and analyzed. The DOK 4 designation may be used for the
development of extended response items in ELA.
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Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Stimulus for Questions 7 – 12

1 (2019)

Stimulus for Questions 7 – 12

2 (2019)

3 (2019)

1580

4 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 7
Question and Scoring Guidelines

5 (2019)

Question 7

36464

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or
idea is introduced, illustrated, and elaborated in a text (e.g., through
examples or anecdotes). (RI.6.3)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

6 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for First Option: This is incorrect. While the passage discusses the way
the Powhatans used music and dance in their ceremonies and how the
colonial military used musical instruments for intimidation as well as trade
between colonists and other groups, it does not suggest that the military
began to incorporate instruments made by the Powhatans.
Rationale for Second Option: This is incorrect. While the passage mentions that
recent discoveries corrected archaeologists’ understanding of whether the
trumpet was introduced by the Germans, it focuses on the instruments the
colonists brought from England, not instruments from other countries.
Rationale for Third Option: Key – The passage explains that playing music was
a way that colonists passed the time when they were not working.
Rationale for Fourth Option: Key – The idea that music “brought people
together” is developed through the description of the way colonists traded
instruments like bells and jaw harps, which brought different groups into
contact with each other.
Rationale for Fifth Option: This is incorrect. While the passage does mention
that the military, including sailors, used music in a particular way, the passage
does not suggest that the sailors trained the colonists to play music.

7 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 7
Sample Responses

8 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (1 point). Option C, by
explaining how playing instruments was a community activity
for colonists, and Option D, by describing how colonists
traded jaw harps and bells with the Powhatans, help develop
the idea that music brings people together.

9 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). Option E by
demonstrating how sailors helped train the colonists to play
music does not support the idea that music brought people
together. To receive credit for this item, both Option C and
Option D must be selected.

10 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). Option A, by
showing how the colonial military began to use instruments
made by the Powhatans, does not help develop the idea
that music brought people together. To receive credit for this
item, both Option C and Option D must be selected.

11 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 8
Question and Scoring Guidelines

12 (2019)

Question 8

36465

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings. (RI.6.4)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

13 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While the passage discusses how the
colonists traded and exchanged goods with the Indians, the context shows
that “intimidate” means “frighten”, not “copy”.
Rationale for Option B: Key – The surrounding context in the sentence
and paragraph clues the meaning of “intimidate” as “frighten”.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the military can be a force of
protection, the way they used their instruments here indicates that the word
means “frighten” rather than “protect”.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the paragraph implies a sense of
separateness between the colonial military and the Indians, the context shows
the meaning of “intimidate” to be “frighten” rather than “resist”.

Sample Response: 1 point

14 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 9
Question and Scoring Guidelines

15 (2019)

Question 9

36461

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
(RI.6.1)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 3
Items with a DOK 3 designation feature higher-order cognitive tasks
such as critiquing a statement and forming a conclusion, explaining,
justifying, or proving a statement, or approaching abstract and
complex problems. For ELA, 2-3 items will be developed at the DOK 3
level for each set of items written to a passage or passage set.

16 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While the passage suggests that the
colonists used musical instruments for entertainment to pass the time, it does not
suggest that they each created their own style of playing instruments.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While it may seem logical that larger
instruments were worth more, and the passage does suggest that the colonists
used instruments to trade for other goods, it does not suggest that larger
instruments were the focus of trade in the colonies.
Rationale for Option C: Key – In the description of the instruments the colonists
brought with them to play, the size and ease of transportation are mentioned as
factors in what was chosen.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the passage describes the different
ways the colonists used musical instruments, it does not suggest that playing music
went in and out of popularity in the colonies.
Part B
Rationale for First Option: This is incorrect. While this sentence compares the
colonial lifestyle with that of today and shows a reason why the colonists used
musical instruments for entertainment, it does not support the idea that colonists
likely preferred instruments that were easier to transport.
Rationale for Second Option: Key – This sentence demonstrates that small and
lightweight instruments were selected for a voyage, supporting the idea that the
colonists likely preferred instruments that were easier to transport.
Rationale for Third Option: This is incorrect. While this shows how the archaeologists
draw conclusions based on the remains of the instruments they found, it does not
support the idea that colonists likely preferred instruments that were easier to
transport.
Rationale for Fourth Option: Key – This excerpt shows that not all instruments
popular in England were brought to the New World, in part because some were
large and not easy to transport, supporting the inference in Part A.
Rationale for Fifth Option: This is incorrect. While this sentence suggests that
instruments came in different sizes, it does not directly support the inference that
colonists likely preferred instruments that were easier to transport.

17 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 9
Sample Responses

18 (2019)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points). Option C in Part A,
Colonists probably preferred instruments that were easy to
carry, is the logical inference based on the passage and is
supported by the details in Options B and D of Part B.

19 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Option C
reflects a logical inference based on the passage and is
correct in Part A. However, in Part B, Options B and C are
selected as support for the idea that colonists preferred
instruments that were easy to carry. While Option B does
support the inference, Option C does not. To receive credit
for Part B, both Options B and D must be selected.

20 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Option C
reflects a logical inference based on the passage and is
correct in Part A. However, in Part B, Options C and E are
selected as support for the idea that colonists preferred
instruments that were easy to carry. Neither option supports
the inference that colonists preferred instruments that were
easy to carry. To receive credit for Part B, Options B and D
must be selected as support for the inference.

21 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Option C
reflects a logical inference based on the passage and is
correct in Part A. However, in Part B, Options A and D are
selected as support for the idea that colonists preferred
instruments that were easy to carry. While Option D does
support the inference, Option A does not. To receive credit
for Part B, both Options B and D must be selected.

22 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). In Part A, Option B
is selected as an inference that can be made from the
passage. This is incorrect: the passage suggests that the
colonists favored small instruments that were lightweight.
While Part B indicates the correct support for Option C of
Part A, these options do not match the inference that was
chosen. To receive credit for this item, Part A must be correct.

23 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). In Part A, Option A
is selected as an inference that can be made from the
passage. This is incorrect: the passage suggests that the
colonists favored small instruments that were lightweight. In
Part B, Options B and C are selected as support for the idea
that colonists preferred instruments that were easy to carry.
While Option B does support the inference, Option C does
not. To receive full credit, Part A and both options in Part B
must be correct.

24 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 10
Question and Scoring Guidelines

25 (2019)

Question 10

36467

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Determine an author’s perspective or purpose in
a text and explain how it is conveyed in the text. (RI.6.6)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

26 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While the author does describe how
archaeologists are learning about musical instruments in the past, the purpose
is to highlight a recent discovery made, not to trace how musical instruments
have changed throughout history.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the passage does point out how
new information has changed archaeologists’ understanding of early colonial
life, the main purpose of the passage is not to explain how archaeologists
often get things wrong.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the author highlights the
important discoveries made as a result of the Jamestown excavation, the
passage does not put forth an argument.
Rationale for Option D: Key – The author’s purpose in the passage is to inform
the reader about recent discoveries that have been made and describe the
role and importance of music in early colonial life.

Sample Response: 1 point

27 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 11
Question and Scoring Guidelines

28 (2019)

Question 11

36462

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
(RI.6.1)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

29 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. This sentence shows how the English
used the bells that have been found by the archaeologists, but does not
support the idea that they lack complete information about Jamestown.
Rationale for Option B: Key – The idea that wooden objects have not survived
to be studied today indicates that archaeologists do not have a complete
picture of life in colonial Jamestown.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While using feet to keep time may
mean there is not an instrument to study, this does not suggest that
archaeologists are working with incomplete information.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. This sentence shows how
archaeologists’ understanding has changed, not how they are working with
incomplete information.

Sample Response: 1 point

30 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 12
Question and Scoring Guidelines

31 (2019)

Question 12

36463

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Analyze informational text development. a.
Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through
particular details. b. Provide an objective summary of the text that
includes the central idea and relevant details. (RI.6.2)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 3
Items with a DOK 3 designation feature higher-order cognitive tasks
such as critiquing a statement and forming a conclusion, explaining,
justifying, or proving a statement, or approaching abstract and
complex problems. For ELA, 2-3 items will be developed at the DOK 3
level for each set of items written to a passage or passage set.

32 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: Key – Throughout the passage, the author develops
the importance of music and playing musical instruments in colonial life in
Jamestown.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the author does point out that
some instruments required different skill levels, this is not a central idea of the
passage.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the author does describe the
relationship between colonial music and England, she focuses on how
instruments and styles popular in England were brought over to the colonies
rather than addressing how colonial instruments influenced England.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the focus of the passage is on a
recent discovery made by archaeologists studying musical instruments used in
Jamestown, it does not suggest that this discovery has caused the
colonial instruments to become popular again.
Part B
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While the passage does mention that
gentlemen were trained to play lutes, this is not how the passage develops the
central idea that instruments were an important part of life in colonial
Jamestown.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the author does discuss the
factors that influenced music in the colonies, she does not demonstrate how
music changed once the colonies were formed.
Rationale for Option C: Key – The author develops the importance of
instruments to life in colonial Jamestown by describing how colonists used
music as a form of entertainment and a way to pass the time and bond with
one another.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the author draws a comparison
between life today and life in colonial Jamestown, she does not discuss how
colonial instruments are used today.

33 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 12
Sample Responses

34 (2019)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points). Part A, Option A,
“Instruments were an important part of life in Jamestown,”
identifies the central idea of the passage. Part B, Option C
shows how the author developed that central idea.

35 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Part A correctly
identifies Option A as the central idea of the passage,
“Instruments were an important part of life in Jamestown.”
However, Option A in Part B does not explain the way that
the author developed this central idea throughout the
passage. For a response to receive full credit, both Part A and
Part B must be correct.

36 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Part A correctly
identifies Option A as the central idea of the passage,
“Instruments were an important part of life in Jamestown.”
However, Option B in Part B does not explain the way that the
author developed this central idea throughout the passage.
For a response to receive full credit, both Part A and Part B
must be correct.

37 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Part A correctly
identifies Option A as the central idea of the passage,
“Instruments were an important part of life in Jamestown.”
However, Option D in Part B does not explain the way that
the author developed this central idea throughout the
passage. For a response to receive full credit, both Part A and
Part B must be correct.

38 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). Option B in Part A
is incorrectly identified as the central idea of the passage.
While Part B does correctly identify Option C as the way the
author developed the central idea, no credit can be given
for the item if Part A is incorrect.

39 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). The response in
Part A does not identify the central idea of the passage, and
in Part B, Option D does not identify the way the author
developed the central idea. To receive any credit for this
response, Part A must be correct.

40 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Stimulus for Questions 13 – 20

41 (2019)

Stimulus for Questions 13 – 20

42 (2019)

43 (2019)

44 (2019)

832

45 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 13
Question and Scoring Guidelines

46 (2019)

Question 13

27718

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Explain how an author uses the point of view to
develop the perspective of the narrator or speaker in a text. (RL.6.6)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

47 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: Key – In paragraph 2, the narrator reveals the inner
motivations of the characters to explain their actions. Toto barks because he
views the Lion as an enemy, the Lion opens his mouth to try to bite Toto, and
Dorothy slaps the Lion to protect Toto. This setup develops the narrator's point
of view as an outside party to the action but with knowledge of the
characters' motivations.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the actions and dialogue of all
the characters are given, their thoughts and feelings are given as well with
intent to shape the reader's perspective.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. The story is not told from Dorothy's
point of view, but from that of an outside narrator.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While Dorothy could be viewed as the
main character as she is the most active one, other characters' thoughts and
feelings are revealed as well.

Sample Response: 1 point

48 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 14
Question and Scoring Guidelines

49 (2019)

Question 14

28020

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
(RL.6.1)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

50 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While later in the story Dorothy starts to
empathize with the Lion, this is not how she feels about him initially.
Rationale for Option B: Key – Dorothy reacts quickly to the Lion's attack on
Toto because she feels that he is a threat to her and her friends.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While Dorothy eventually accepts the
Lion as part of their group, her initial opinion of him is that he is a threat to her
and her friends.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the Lion does come from the
forest in the beginning of the story, the only confusion is when the Lion is
surprised that he could not damage the Woodman.
Part B
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While this quotation describes when
the Lion appeared in the story, it does not support the idea that he was
viewed as a threat by Dorothy as it does not show her reaction to him.
Rationale for Option B: Key – Dorothy's actions show that she feels the lion is a
threat and that she must bravely confront him.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While this quotation shows the Lion
talking with the group, it does not support the idea that Dorothy initially
viewed the Lion as a threat.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While this quotation shows Dorothy
addressing the Lion, it shows that she feels he is cowardly and does not
support her initial opinion of the Lion as a threat to her and her friends.

51 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 14
Sample Responses

52 (2019)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points). Dorothy’s initial
opinion of the Lion is identified as Option B in Part A. In Part B,
Option B is correctly identified as the quote that illustrates
Dorothy’s initial opinion.

53 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Dorothy’s initial
opinion of the Lion is correctly identified as Option B in Part A.
However, the quote identified in Part B as support only
discusses the actions of Lion. Dorothy’s feelings are not shown
through this action. To get full credit, both Part A and Part B
must be correct.

54 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Dorothy’s initial
opinion of the Lion is correctly identified as Option B in Part A.
However, the quote identified in Part B as support only
discusses the actions of Lion. Dorothy’s initial opinion of the
Lion is not shown through this action. To get full credit, both
Part A and Part B must be correct.

55 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). Dorothy’s initial
opinion of the Lion is correctly identified as Option B in Part A.
However, the quote identified in Part B as support shows how
Dorothy’s initial opinion that the Lion was something to be
fearful of has changed. To get full credit, both Part A and Part
B must be correct.

56 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). Dorothy’s first
opinion of the lion is incorrectly identified as Option C in Part
A. While she does come to this conclusion later, it does not
show her initial reaction of fear. In Part B the quote selected
does support Dorothy’s initial opinion; however, to receive
any credit for this item, Part A must be correct.

57 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). Dorothy’s first
opinion of the lion is incorrectly identified as Option D in Part
A. Dorothy is not confused about seeing a lion in a forest; she
had warily anticipated this might happen. Additionally,
Option A in Part B does not support Dorothy’s initial opinion.
To receive any credit for this item, Part A must be correct.

58 (2019)

Grade 6 English Language Arts
Spring 2019 Item Release
Question 15
Question and Scoring Guidelines

59 (2019)

Question 15

28086

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what
the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
(RL.6.1)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

60 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While it may seem that some sort of
protection might be needed considering the lion's "attack" on the group, this
is not why they are going to see Oz.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While Dorothy wants to ask Oz to send
her home, the other companions are already "home" in Oz.
Rationale for Option C: Key – The reason the characters are going to see Oz
is because they believe he can give each of them what is missing from their
lives: a brain for the Scarecrow, a heart for the Woodman, courage for the
Cowardly Lion and to be sent home for Dorothy and Toto.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While there is confrontation in the
passage, it is solved by the characters themselves; no mediator is needed.
Part B
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. Although this sentence may indicate
that the Lion will be of no use if the companions are attacked by tigers and
elephants, it is not support for the reason they are going to the Great Oz.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. Although this refers to the Lion's
cowardice, it does not indicate that he should go to Oz to request some
courage along with them. It merely makes a judgment about the Lion,
suggesting a disagreement.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. Although the Scarecrow suggests
something the Lion might need, and may suggest a disagreement, it does not
support a reason the group is going to Oz.
Rationale for Option D: Key – The Woodman states explicitly his reason for
going to Oz.

61 (2019)
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Question 15
Sample Responses

62 (2019)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points). In Part A, Option C
explains what can be inferred about the characters’
motivation. In Part B, Option D identifies a quote that supports
that inference.

63 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). In Part A,
Option C explains what can be inferred about the
characters’ motivation to seek the Wizard. The quote
selected in Part B, Option A, does not support the inference
about their motivation. To get full credit for this item, both
Part A and Part B must be correct.

64 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). In Part A, Option
C explains what can be inferred about the characters’
motivation to seek the Wizard. The quote selected in Part B,
Option B, does not support the inference about their
motivation. To get full credit for this item, both Part A and Part
B must be correct.

65 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point). In Part A, Option
C explains what can be inferred about the characters’
motivation to seek the Wizard. The quote selected in Part B,
Option D, does not support the inference about their
motivation. To get full credit for this item, both Part A and Part
B must be correct.

66 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). In Part A, Option D
has been selected. There is no evidence in the text to support
the idea that the characters are motivated to search for a
resolution to any disagreement. In Part B, the correct quote
has been selected (Option D); however, to receive any credit
for this item, Part A must be correct.

67 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). In Part A, Option B
does not reflect an inference about what motivated the
characters. In Part B, the quote in Option A does not support
an inference about the characters’ motivation. To receive
any credit for this item, Part A must be correct.

68 (2019)
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Question and Scoring Guidelines

69 (2019)

Question 16

28027

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Describe how a particular story’s or drama’s plot
unfolds in a series of episodes as well as how the characters respond
or change as the plot moves toward a resolution. (RL.6.3)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 3
Items with a DOK 3 designation feature higher-order cognitive tasks
such as critiquing a statement and forming a conclusion, explaining,
justifying, or proving a statement, or approaching abstract and
complex problems. For ELA, 2-3 items will be developed at the DOK 3
level for each set of items written to a passage or passage set.

70 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While this is the first time that the Lion
acknowledges he is cowardly, it does not explain why his life is "unbearable".
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the Lion bemoans the state of his
claws and how it made him feel when he scratched the tin man, this
paragraph does not explain why his life is "unbearable".
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the Lion acknowledges that he is
cowardly again here, it does not explain why his life is "unbearable".
Rationale for Option D: Key – This paragraph ties directly to the statement in
paragraph 30 because in paragraph 20 the Lion says his lack of courage "is
my great sorrow, and makes my life very unhappy".

Sample Response: 1 point

71 (2019)
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Question and Scoring Guidelines

72 (2019)

Question 17

28026

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices, including
sensory language, on meaning and tone. (RL.6.4)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

73 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: Key – The Lion is amused that such a seemingly small
and insignificant creature would offer to help him. "Amused" is the closest
meaning of the word "tickled" as used in this context.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While "interested" can be one definition
of "tickled," it does not carry this connotation in this context. It is the Mouse's
offer to help, not his ability to bargain, that the Lion finds amusing.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While "tickled" could describe the Lion's
pleasure at trapping the mouse and having his next meal, the way it is used in
the sentence shows that the Lion is amused by the Mouse's offer, not that he's
pleased to have trapped the Mouse.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While "very happy" can be one
definition of "tickled," it does not carry this connotation in this context. It is
the Mouse's offer to help, not his request for help, that the Lion finds amusing.

Sample Response: 1 point

74 (2019)
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75 (2019)

Question 18

27715

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and
multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. (L.6.4)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 2
Items with a DOK 2 designation require students to make decisions,
solve problems, make accurate generalizations, or locate supportive
details.

76 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
For this item, a full credit (1 point) response includes two of the following:
•

was caught in a trap
AND/OR

•

to carry him alive to the King
AND/OR

•

tied him to a tree

77 (2019)
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Question 18
Sample Responses

78 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (1 point). The response
identifies two of the phrases, (was caught in a trap/to carry
him alive to the King), that provide context for the word
plight.

79 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (1 point). The response
identifies two of the phrases, (was caught in a trap/tied him
to a tree), that provide context for the word plight.

80 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (1 point). The response
identifies two of the phrases, (to carry him alive to the
King/tied him to a tree), that provide context for the word
plight.

81 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). While one of the
phrases selected helps explain the meaning of plight (was
caught in a trap), the other phrase (Some time after) does
not. To receive credit for this item, both of the selected
phrases must help explain the meaning of the word plight.

82 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). While one of the
phrases selected helps explain the meaning of plight (to carry
him alive to the King), the other phrase (who desired) does
not. To receive credit for this item, both phrases selected must
help explain the meaning of the word plight.

83 (2019)
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84 (2019)

Question 19

27717

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter,
scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of a text and
contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.
(RL.6.5)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 3
Items with a DOK 3 designation feature higher-order cognitive tasks
such as critiquing a statement and forming a conclusion, explaining,
justifying, or proving a statement, or approaching abstract and
complex problems. For ELA, 2-3 items will be developed at the DOK 3
level for each set of items written to a passage or passage set.

85 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While this is the first signal that there
may be a lesson or moral in the story, it is not the lesson itself.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. The Lion is amused by the Mouse’s
response, but this sentence is not expressly written for comedic effect.
Rationale for Option C: Key – This sentence implies that something may
happen later to the Lion and that the Mouse will be able to help him.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. This sentence IS the initial conflict
between the Mouse and the Lion: will the mouse be eaten or not? But this
sentence doesn't resolve it.

Sample Response: 1 point

86 (2019)
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Question and Scoring Guidelines

87 (2019)

Question 20

31710

88 (2019)

Points Possible: 10
Topic: Writing
Content Standard: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine
a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the
selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content. (W.6.2)
Depth of Knowledge: Level 4
Items with a DOK 4 designation require the need for information to
be synthesized, applied, and analyzed. The DOK 4 designation may
be used for the development of extended response items in ELA.

89 (2019)

Scoring Guidelines

90 (2019)

91 (2019)
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Sample Responses

92 (2019)

Sample Response: 10 points

93 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives full
credit (4 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization. There is
a clear controlling idea (But the main focus on the two books
that are included talk about how looks can be deceiving).
The response is consistently focused on the task. There is a
clear organizational structure with skillful transitions between
ideas.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives full credit
(4 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. The controlling idea
is well supported with textual evidence from each of the
passages. There is skillful elaboration present in paragraphs 3
and 5. The response varies sentence structures effectively
throughout.
Conventions – This response receives full credit (2 points) in
Conventions. There is an understanding of sentence structures
with only a few minor errors. The response includes adequate
use of capitalization and punctuation.
94 (2019)

Sample Response: 9 points

95 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
full credit (4 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The
response is fully sustained and consistently focused. There is a
strong controlling idea (appearances can be deceiving). The
response is well organized and includes an engaging
introduction and conclusion. Ideas logically progress from
one to another with the use of adequate transitional
strategies.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (3 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. It includes
adequate support for the ideas presented. The response
includes evidence from both selections and includes
elaboration on them. There is a mix of precise and general
language. Sentences are varied in structure throughout the
response.
Conventions – This response receives full credit (2 points) in
Conventions. There are some spelling errors in the response
(intimanating/intimidating, eveidence/evidence). There are
several sentences that are awkwardly constructed or run-on
(In conclusion in passage1, titled, “from The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz”, by the author L. Frank Baum, and in passage 2 titled,
“The Lion and the Mouse”, by the author Aesop, continues
the message of appearances can be deceiving because
they both think that the Lion is intimanating in the beginning,
they both have different perspective of the Lion at the end,
and in both passages the Lion was not kind, but that
changed later in the story).

96 (2019)

Sample Response: 8 points

97 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (3 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
There is a clear organizational pattern that includes
adequate transitions (In both,/In passage1/In passage2)
from one idea to another. The controlling idea is maintained
(In many stories the characters may seem deceiving, like
when characters are huge but they have a sensitive
personality). The response includes a sufficient introduction
and conclusion.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (3 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. Relevant
evidence from each passage illustrates how a character
from each story is not what they initially appear to be. The
response includes some elaboration on the evidence and
other points being made. Sentences are varied and include
both compound and complex structures.
Conventions – This response receives full credit (2 points) in
Conventions. There are no patterns of errors. The response
reflects an understanding of sentence structure and
mechanics. Capitalization errors occur in several places,
especially with proper nouns like Cowardly Lion in the Wizard
of Oz and Lion in the fable by Aesop.

98 (2019)

Sample Response: 7 points

99 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (3 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
The controlling idea, stated at the end of the response, is
adequately maintained throughout. Simple transitions are
used to move from one idea to the next, which reflects a
basic organizational structure. The response is generally
focused on the task and purpose.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (2 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. The evidence
from the selections is weakly integrated into the response.
Elaboration is repetitive throughout.
Conventions – This response receives full credit (2 points) in
Conventions. While there are misspellings and usage errors
in several places, the response shows adequate use of
conventions.

100 (2019)

Sample Response: 6 points

101 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (3 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
The controlling idea of the response, presented in the first
paragraph (they also show lions being helped by other
creatures), is a bit off topic. However, the ideas in the
response do address the focus of the task. There is a clear
introduction and conclusion with the body paragraphs
organized around each of the passages.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (2 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. While
evidence from the passages is included in the response, it is
weakly integrated throughout. There is limited elaboration on
the points being made. Sentences are varied throughout.
Conventions – This response receives partial credit (1 point) in
Conventions. There are various errors in usage which include
awkward sentence structures (Exept in this passage, the one
being attacked takes charge instead of a friend). There are
several errors in spelling, but they do not impede meaning of
the response.

102 (2019)

Sample Response: 5 points

103 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (2 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
There is a controlling idea (Why both passages approach the
idea that first impresions can be deceiving). The introductory
paragraph of the response repeats the controlling idea
multiple times, which weakens the organization of the piece.
Transitional strategies are used inconsistently, and ideas
progress unevenly across the response.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (2 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. Information
from both passages is included. However, the evidence is
weakly integrated into the response. Little elaboration of
ideas is present.
Conventions – This response receives partial credit (1 point) in
Conventions. There are various errors in usage and spelling
(thougt/thought, gawing/gnawing, cre/care). Sentence
formations are sometimes awkward, and there is an
inconsistent use of capitalization.

104 (2019)

Sample Response: 4 points

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (1 point) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization. A
loose awareness of the topic is demonstrated; however, there
is no controlling idea. The response is too brief to demonstrate
organization or cohesion.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (1 point) for Evidence and Elaboration. Information
from both passages is included in the response; however, this
is minimal and irrelevant to the task.
Conventions – This response receives full credit (2 points) in
Conventions. An adequate understanding of punctuation
and spelling is demonstrated. There are errors in capitalization
but meaning is not impacted.

105 (2019)

Sample Response: 3 points

106 (2019)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (1 point) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
There is a limited controlling idea; however, it does not reflect
an understanding of the task or purpose. The ideas in the
response are confusing. There is a limited organizational
structure, with the first paragraph focusing on the first
passage and the last focusing on the second passage.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (1 point) for Evidence and Elaboration. The evidence
included is often irrelevant and unconnected to the task. The
response includes information from the selections that is
vague and at times reflects an erroneous interpretation of
what was said.
Conventions – This response receives partial credit (1 point) in
Conventions. There are errors in sentence formation
throughout. The response includes frequent issues with tense
and agreement.

107 (2019)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (1 point) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
There is a weakly presented controlling idea in the last
sentence (In both stories the lion and the mouse look
like something they should not be in another person’s
perspective). The limited response is too brief to show an
organizational structure. The information in the first two
sentences of the response is passage-based but appears
unrelated to the controlling idea.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives partial
credit (1 point) for Evidence and Elaboration. There is little use
of details from the passages, and the ideas expressed in the
limited response are vague.
Conventions – This response receives no credit (0 points)
in Conventions. The preponderance of spelling and
grammatical errors obscures meaning. The response is too
brief to demonstrate a command of conventions.

108 (2019)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
partial credit (1 point) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
There is a limited controlling idea (showing how both lion
where scarde). There is no further text to reflect focus or
organization.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives no credit
(0 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. There is no evidence
discussed or taken from the source material.
Conventions – This response receives no credit (0 points) in
Conventions. The preponderance of spelling and agreement
issues in such a brief response demonstrates a lack of
command of conventions.

109 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
no credit (0 points) for Purpose, Focus, and Organization.
The information is unrelated to the purpose and shows no
awareness of audience or task. It is too brief to show an
organizational structure.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives no credit
(0 points) for Evidence and Elaboration. No support or
evidence from the sources is included.
Conventions – This response receives no credit (0 points) in
Conventions. There is a single run-on sentence with no
punctuation and multiple spelling errors.

110 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response earns no credit (0 points) because there was
not enough original student work in comparison to text
directly copied from the prompt/passages.

111 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response earns no credit (0 points) because there was
not enough original student work in comparison to text
directly copied from the prompt/passages.

112 (2019)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response earns no credit (0 points) because there was
not enough original student work in comparison to text
directly copied from the prompt/passages.

113 (2019)

